Board raises student parking fees

Daily parking permit increased to state chancellor’s office’s allowed maximum
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The Board of Trustees voted Wednesday night to raise daily and semester student parking fees.

“Out of 1,000 responses, 70 percent of those responding were against the hike,” ASOC President Sonam Babu said. ASOC Vice President Raibir Rai told the board Wednesday night that ASOC could not endorse the original measure.

Little, though, said the district’s Parking Fund spending has exceeded revenues for the past three years, and will do so again this year. The Education Code does not permit districts to use gen-
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College offers treasure trove of scholarships

The Ohlone College Foundation is looking for students to apply for more than $150,000 in scholarships by March 22.

The scholarships are available to a wide range of students, from declared anthropology majors to those who are pursuing a career in business or insurance.

The Dream Realized Scholarship, for example, offers four $2,500 awards to international students with an F-1 visa in a science, technology, engineering or math field, with a preference for computer science.

The Evelyn Henderson Deaf Scholarship provides 10 $750 scholarships for deaf students, and the
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Ohlone goes live with HD news

Ohlone news is a lot clearer now.

The TV station is broadcasting in high-definition for the first time, with “industry professionals teaching the class, and state of the art equipment,” said Arnie Lelong, the video system engineer and instructor of BRDC 142 Live Television Studio.

As students prepared for their second live newscast in HD from the Smith Center on Wednesday night, the control room was filled with bright, flashing colorful lights, mixers with faders and many metallic buttons.

The monitoring bay hosted a series of screens with different clips of footage queued up and ready to play. To a bystander, it all looks
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Student pursues passion as event promoter

Sartori, 19, has promoted events such as LED Borgore & Friends, Wobbleland, and festivals such as TBD Fest and Snowglobe.

Sartori’s first EDM event was called “Identity Festival,” which she attended at age 15. “It was a huge turning point for me,” she said. “It essentially changed my life forever, because that’s when I found a new passion and that’s when I found a new love, and I was just so blown away by this lifestyle.”

How did she get so far ahead of the game at such a young age? For Sartori, it was just meant to be.

“The community in the rave scene in the Bay Area is so committed and so strong that I just kept running into the same people over and over again,” she said. “You start creating those bonds with people.”

When looking for a job, it’s not just about what you know, but who you know. Luckily for Sartori, this wasn’t too difficult for her.

“It’s always all about the connections, but it’s not that hard to make connections in this community, because people are so open-minded and willing to just accept you as you are,” she said. “If you like to go to events and you like to talk to people, anyone can do it.”

After meeting the right people, Sartori joined Vital Presents, one of the biggest
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Tweet of the Week?

What’s the Sports Tweet of the Week? Find out on Page 7.